INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Paper
The purpose of this white paper is to examine the logical linkages between changes in the Army force structure and changes in the Army infrastructure. We first develop a taxonomy for Army commands and a definition of the support infrastructure. We then look at each of the commands in the support infrastructure and describe what the command does and how the resources for those functions may vary with force structure changes. This paper does not fully develop resource relationships between each of the infrastructure elements and the force structure. Nevertheless, it is a necessary first step towards development of resource relationships and provides a starting point for discussion of the support infrastructure and its relation to the force structure.
Taxonomy
The Army force structure can be viewed as a consumer of resources and the commands in it as consuming commands. 1 To the extent that these resources such as trained manpower or spare paris are supplied by another Army entity that latter entity can be looked upon as a producing command and as part of the Army support infrastructure -the supplier relationship is the "linkage". For example the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) is a producing command. It produces trained troops and doctrine, and supplies them to consuming commands such as Forces Command (FORSCOM) . The linkage to the force structure is that as the force structure requires fewer trained troops, TRADOC needs to train fewer troops. supplied by other entities such as the Health Services Command (HSC) and the Information Systems Command (ISC). Also, as part of TRADOCs mission to supply trained soldiers, it is supplied new recruits by the Recruiting Command (USAREC). However, because its final output is not trained units, the basic element of the force structure, we do not characterize it as a consuming command.
Consuming commands supply themselves with Base Operating and Support (BOS) and unit training. For example, at a FORSCOM installation (in addition to the suppliers mentioned above) the Table  of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) units on the base provide support to the Table of Organization and Equipment (TOE) units. However, because this is essentially an overhead function intrinsic to creating trained units, it is not part of the support infrastructure, rather it is part of the consuming command. This characterization is apt in that some of these TDA units transfer their people to deploying units; therefore, they are clearly not part of the support infrastructure, but they are linked completely and readily to force size.
A third kind of entity, in addition to producing and consuming commands, is an integrating organization, such as the Headquarters, Department of the Army. These entities can be viewed as overhead to the Army as a whole and are not considered to be part of the support infrastructure.
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Definition of Support Infrastructure
We define the support infrastructure to be the TDA units within the basic producing commands. Those units are non-deploying units that supply other units and do not directly constitute fighting power or directly produce trained units.
The support infrastructure that we define here and that this paper considers should not be confused with physical infrastructure. Physical infrastructure refers to the real estate and fixed improvements such as roads and sewers on Army bases. Consuming and producing commands both use the physical infrastructure of the Army. In this paper, however, our interest in the physical infrastructure is limited to how much it costs the support infrastructure to run their portion of it.
This definition of the Army support infrastructure includes among others, the Army Materiel Command (AMC) and the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) both of whose activities occur primarily on their own installations. It also includes commands such as the Health Services Command (HSC) and the Information Systems Command (ISC), whose activities occur for the most part on installations of other commands.
In the remainder of this paper we examine the support infrastructure and see how its components are linked to Army force structure and mission.
CONCEPTUAL LINKAGES
Producing commands make up the support infrastructure. The linkage to force structure changes varies not only by command, but also within a command -depending on the function of each part of the command. We discuss each of the major producing commands in this section and then make some observations about linkages in the last section of the paper.
Army Materiel Command (AMC)
AMC is the largest of the producing commands, projected to have over 100,000 staff by the end of FY92, 95 percent of whom are civilian. As the name implies the major mission of AMC is to acquire and sustain the materiel needed to equip the Army to fulfill its mission.
In the AMC context force structure refers not only to the size of the structure in terms of units and people but more directly to the number and types (model and series) of equipments in the force. Reductions in equipment intensive units such as armored divisions or mechanized infantry brigades would have more impact on AMC than reductions in light infantry units. As the demand for materiel end items, spare parts, and maintenance decreases as a result of decreasing equipment density, use and variety (some older equipment may be retired early), the parts of AMC involved with sustainment will experience a decrease in variable costs. Other parts of AMC are not involved in the sustainment function and will not be linked to changes in force size. We discuss each component of AMC and its role in sustainment and linkage to force size below.
The Industrial Operations Command OOC) will control the Army's maintenance depots (formerly under the Depot Systems Command) and the arsenals and ammunition production and supply activities (formerly under the Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command). IOC will account for about 45 percent of AMCs manpower and fiscal resources.
The variable costs of the maintenance depots are linked to changes in force structure and operating tempo inasmuch as they change the demand for depot services. Eventually, at some point after force structure has been reduced, the demand for depot services would theoretically stabilize at a level lower then the current level. Before this steady state level of demand is reached, however, there will be a transitionalperiod as the force structure is reduced. During this transitional period the demand for depot services could change in complex ways. For example, if the force structure decreased and materiel was not reassigned, then the inventory of serviceable equipment and spares would increase relative to the demand. The depots could then cease overhauling end items and repairing unserviceable spare parts in the near term until the excess inventories were used up. This implies that we would see an amplified effect (even greater reduction in workload) from decreasing force levels beyond what would be expected from a simple extrapolation of current demand rates to a lower base. This effect will be mitigated if large scale equipment transfers from units departing the force structure are made that entail restoring that equipment to a high ready-for-issue standard. (There is also a workload arising from Operation Desert Storm that will be worked off in this transitional period.) However, if Reserve Component units get equipment from departing active units they are presumably losing older equipment which has its own maintenance burden. Depending on how these are disposed of -made ready-for-issue and put in storage, sold after rework, simply sold as is, or junked -there may be some, or no, additional near term depot workload involved. The variable costs of the depots will be linked to decreases in force structure, and these effects may be amplified during the transitional period.
The commodity commands account for over 40 percent of AMC's manpower and fiscal resources. Most of the activities and staff of the commodity commands are driven more by the number of different weapon systems supported and the number of new systems being acquired than by the size of the force structure. Development and production engineers for example, are concerned with the early life cycle of a system and would not be linked to changes in the force structure.
People in the Inventory Control Points (ICPs) and those concerned with contracting, however, are involved with sustainment and would have some linkage to changes in force structure and operating tempo. This linkage would result if either demand went down and ordering of spare parts declined, or if force structure changes were accompanied by the elimination of certain systems from the Army (and here we mean total Army regardless of component) inventory.
Either of these eventualities would lower the variable costs at the ICPs.
The commodity commands might also be affected by changes in the Army mission. If, for example, the Army were to give up or acquire missions to or from another Service, such as the Close Support mission, such changes would affect the breadth of material items acquired and sustained, and therefore have an effect on the commodity commands.
Other parts of AMC are not linked to changes in force structure.
The Combat Material Research Laboratory Command (CMRL) is focused on the early phases of the acquisition cycle and as such is more driven by changes in mission and the pace of new acquisitions and technology change than by changes in force structure.
The Test and Evluason Command is also driven more by the pace of acquisition and development and would have little linkage to changes in the force structure.
The Security Assistance Command manages Army foreign military sales cases and security assistance and thus has little linkage to force structure.
The remainder of AMC is made up of the headquarters, which is primarily an overhead function, and the field operating agencies (FOAs). Some of these FOAs, such as those involved with calibration and test repair might be linked to changes in force structure but most are not. Because they make up a small part of AMC, we will consider them as a group to be insensitive to force structure changes.
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Commodity Command and the ICPs in the Commodity Commands. As described earlier, the variable costs of the sustainment portion of these organizations could be linked to changes in force structure and the variety of equipment in the inventory. The variety could be decreased as the force structure decreases if a policy decision is made to do so, or if the Army mission is narrowed. Drivers for the other functions of AMC include the size of the Security Assistance program, the pace of new systems acquisitions, and mobilization policy. The pace of new system acquisition is a policy variable. The pace will decrease as a result of the diminution in the perceived threat and decreases in DoD budgets. Although this may occur at the same time as decreases in force structure, it is not causally linked to it.
Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
The Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) has three primary missions -combat developments, doctrine, and training. Combat developments helps identify wartime requirements for new doctrine, training, organizations and material. This function accounts for about seven percent of TRADOC's resources. This activity is not linked to changes in the size of the force structure. However, it is sensitive to changes in the threat, to the Army mission, and to the composition of the force structure. To the extent that changes require new material systems, this function is also sensitive to the number of new system starts. For the purposes of this paper it can be considered not linked to changes in force structure size. Doctrine is coordinated at TRADOC by the DCS for Doctrine and is written by subject matter experts at the schools and integrating centers. Because these personnel also teach, their cost must be allocated between these two functions. The need for new doctrine is not sensitive to the size of the force structure so much as to the mission of the Army.
The training mission is the heart of TRADOC and accounts for the vast majority of its resources. Much training activity and cost is linked to the number of personnel undergoing training. This training load is sensitive to reductions in the demand for trained manpower resulting from decreases in the size of the force structure. Other training activities and costs, such as developing training curricula, are a function of the variety of courses offered. These would be linked not to force size but to force complexity. Finally, a major cost factor is the BOS and RPMA of the training installations. Some of this cost is an allocated overhead cost to the individual training program. The remainder of the cost is allocated to other activities at the installation or to the installation itself. (If a TRADOC school is located at a non-TRADOC installation it is currently not assigned any BOS/RPMA cost. When BOS is included in the DBOF however, it will be allocated part of the installations BOS/RPMA costs.) Therefore, although the training activity is sensitive to the size of the force structure, not all of it is equally affected. 
Health Services Command (HSC)
The HSC at the end of FY92 will have a total authorized strength of approximately 54,000 (29,000 military and 25,000 civilians). In addition to its primary role of deliverirg health care to military service members and other eligible beneficiaries, the HSC has a number of other missions. Several of these missions for the medical establishment (i.e. doctrine, combat developments and training) are parallel to TRADOC's missions for the rest of the Army. As is the case for TRADOC, doctrinal development is more sensitive to changes in the mission of the force than to force structure size and combat developments is more sensitive to acquiring new systems. Both functions can thus be considered not linked to force structure size. The training mission might have some linkage to force size if the number of people trained varied directly with force size. However, if the number of people trained is related to the number needed for the health care delivery mission, the linkage is more complicated. This linkage is discussed below.
Linking the health care delivery mission to changes in force structure size is complicated because the medical system provides care not only to the active forces and their dependents, but also to retirees and their dependents and survivors. For example, at the DoD level, by 1997 the total eligible population will decline by 6 percent from the 1992 population. But, this decrease will result from a 13 percent drop in active duty personnel and dependents and a 2 percent increase in retirees and their dependents and survivors. If the military establishment is sized to accommodate the total population it will not vary directly with changes in the size of the force structure. In fact, Congress has told the DoD not to cut any medical personnel. This is an area where policy variables will have a very great effect. Another complicating factor is that Army hospitals also provide care for beneficiaries from other Uniformed Services (and vice versa).
To some extent then, the Army medical establishment is linked to the demands placed on it from the other Services.
If we look at statistics from the quarter ending 31 December 1991, we can see that these are not trivial complications. 3 Looking at beds occupied in the Army system for example, only an average of 32 percent were occupied by Active Duty Army personnel. An additional 19 percent were occupied by dependents of Active Duty Army personnel. Thus, only 51 percent of the occupied beds could be linked at all to Active Army force size. Therefore, if the size and cost of the Army medical establishment is linked to the care it delivers, then it is at best, only partially linked to Army force size.
Conversely, if the medical estabiishment is allowed to size itself to the wartime needs, rather than the care it delivers in peacetime, it may decrease even more rapidly than the force structure. That could occur if the intensity and scale of projected conflicts decreases even more than the force structure does. This effect could be magnified if it were decided that civilian hospitals could handle war casualties. Such a decision (a major policy change) would mean that a large portion of the CONUS medical structure could be closed. Again, this is an area where policy decisions will overwhelm changes linked to the size of the force structure.
Thus, it is critical to know what in fact drives the size of the Army medical system, the peacetime care it delivers, its wartime mission, or some combination. Any determination of linkages to force structure size must be preceded by the answer to this question. Table 3 shows the authorized personnel positions in the AMEDD. It should be noted that although the size of the Army medical structure may decrease under some policy decisions, the amount of resources required for the medical function might not. If all care for active duty dependents for example, were provided by civilians under the CHAMPUS program the number of Army doctors might go down, but the costs to the Army for providing this service might go up.
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Therefore, it is essential to look at not only the size of the Army health infrastructure, but also at the entire cost to the Army (and perhaps DoD and the U.S. Government) of providing health care to all Army beneficiaries.
Information Systems Command (ISC)
The Information Systems Command (ISC) supplies information system services and materiel. Services include operational support, and coordination of interoperability and compatibility. Part of ISC is made up of TOE units that provide communications and information support for echelons above Corps. By definition these deployable TOE units are not part of the support infrastructure and will not be considered further in this paper.
Another major part of ISC is the information systems personnel at installations that report to the installation's Director of Information Management (DOIM). The DOIM and the personnel who report to him will all be transferred to the installation commander and his major command (e.g., AMC, TRADOC, FORSCOM) as of 1 October 1992. About 18,000 ISC employees will be transferred. After the transfer they should be considered part of the base overhead and thus not included as part of the support infrastructure if the base is part of a consuming command. If the installation is part of a producing command then the personnel will become part of that command and thus be part of the support infrastructure.
The remainder of ISC is involved with the development of data standards, ensuring interoperability and compatibility, and acquisition of certain communications and information systems materiel. This work is not sensitive to force size. It is instead sensitive to the pace of modernization of Army information systems and to policy decision as to what extent information systems acquisition and management should be centralized.
Therefore, after the transfer of installation support personnel, the support infrastructure portion of ISC will not be linked to changes in the size of the force structure.
Corps of Engineers (USACE)
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) is organized into divisions (which in turn are made up of districts), a headquarters, and laboratories. Of these three organizations, only the divisions would vary with workload and hence force size. The workforce is almost exclusively civilian, only 800 USACE employees are military. USACE is a unique Army organization in that the majority of its work supports the Civil Works program rather than Defense related programs. USACE also does a substantial amount of work for the Air Force and other Defense customers, in fact, the Army If one makes the assumption that the MILCON appropriation, which funds most of the Army work, is proportional to force size, then one could say that the variable cost of this part of USACE workload is linked to force structure. However, in a period of base closures and realignments this assumption may not hold. For example, during the transition, if several bases are consolidated and if units are brought back to CONUS from overseas, more MILCON projects may be undertaken than in a steady state even with a smaller force size.
Another complicating factor is the increasing amount of environmental restoration work that USACE is doing. This work is not linked to force size. In fact, it may increase even more if bases are closed and then have to be cleaned up to make them useful for other purposes.
Therefore, any linkage of Army force size to USACE workload is limited. It could account for, at most, 55 percent of the DoD workload in the divisions which translates to about 4,700 manyears. Because this work is funded out of the projects themselves, no specific program or budget actions are needed to adjust USACE funding to different work levels -the adjustment is automatic as the funded work changes. Changes to the laboratories and headquarters functions, and to the number of districts, however, would require specific action. Changes to these fixed cost elements, although not linked directly to force size, could be considered if unit costs become prohibitive.
Recruiting Command (USAREC)
The U.S. Army Recruiting Command (USAREC) is responsible for recruiting potential Army soldiers and delivering them to Military Entrance Processing Stations. There they are qualified by members of the Military Entrance Processing Command and processed into the Army. Sufficient recruits of the necessary quality are needed to fill the force structure, both active and U.S. Army Reserve. (USAREC recruits active Army and U.S. Army Reserve soldiers and some officers. Army National Guard soldiers are recruited by the states.)
To fulfill its mission, USAREC is organized into five geographic regions which in turn are divided into districts and areas. The primary "sales" points are 1,700 geographically dispersed recruiting stations where the 6,400 recruiters are based.
The key linkage question is: will all these recruiting stations be retained as the force size, and hence the demand for new recruits decreases? If one simply wished to provide a smaller number of qualified recruits without regard to geographic origin, then, ceteris paribus, this could be accomplished with fewer recruiting stations. The least productive stations could be eliminated. If, however, there is a political necessity to retain less productive stations to enable all prospective recruits to have reasonable access to the system, then a larger number of stations than is strictly necessary to provide the required number of recruits may be required. In the case of recruiting for the Army Reserve there may also be a need to reflect the geographic dispersion of the reserve units. Thus, we need an answer to the policy question of geographic dispersion to determine if the number of recruiting stations is linked directly to force size.
Putting aside the geographic dispersion question, from a cost point of view there may be increasing marginal costs for recruiting. That is, attracting the last recruit may be more expensive than attracting the preceding recruits. Thus, if other labor force factors such as the pool of eligibles and the demand for labor from other sources remain constant, then the variable cost of recruiting could decrease more rapidly than the number recruited. For example, the reduction in advertising expenditures could be proportionally greater than the reduction in the demand for new recruits.
The "fixed" cost of the recruiting command will also change as command resources and personnel decrease. For example, one of the five regions is already scheduled to be disestablished. This trend may be encouraged by the emphasis being placed on cost per unit output. The unit measure for recruiting will be expressed as total cost of USAREC divided by number of recruiting contracts signed. As the number of contracts decreases, the total costs will have to decrease to keep the unit costs constant.
During the transition period the demand for new recruits could diminish even faster than force size if the Army decides to retain trained soldiers (either to minimize involuntary separations or decrease training costs) and cut back on accessions. Again, this is a policy decision with broad ramifications.
In summary, the variable cost of the recruiting command is linked to the size of the force structure and in particular to the demand for new accessions.
Military Traimc Management Command (MTMC)
The Military Traffic Management Command (MTMC) is a transportation manager, advisor and in some cases operator for the DoD. It manages freight movement in CONUS, all CONUS passenger traffic, Army passenger traffic worldwide, and the worldwide DoD Personal Property Shipment and Storage Program. MTMC operates common -user water terminals world wide and the Defense Freight Railway Interchange Fleet (DFRIF). MTMC advises the JCS and OSD on transportation matters and provides transportation engineering services.
MTMC manages inland traffic for all of the DoD; thus, changes in the Army force size will only influence the traffic load linked to the Army. But traffic load may not be the best predictor of MTMC size. Most of its effort is devoted to contracting with carriers to agree to provide transportation services. Once the contract is let, the amount of traffic it receives may vary but the cost of putting the contract in place is sunk. Therefore, if the number of contracts does not vary, the cost to MTMC might not vary either. For the 34 percent of freight shipments for which MTMC exercises direct routing control, a decrease in the number of movements resulting from smaller force size would be linked to a decrease in MTMC workload. Thus, a decrease in Army force size would lead to a decrease in MTMCs variable costs.
Passenger traffic is managed by MTMC in CONUS for all DoD. MTMC's role in contract negotiations for city pair travel and other contracting functions is linked more to the route system than to route traffic. Traffic decreases would be linked to the variable costs of MTMC centralized routing of passengers. MTMC provides this service for groups of 21 or more. MTMC also manages Army international passenger traffic. Decreases in Army force structure and changes in Army deployment patterns would directly affect the workload for this function.
Personal property transportation will decrease as force size decreases (assuming tour length remains constant). Again MTMC manages this program for all of DoD so decreases in the Army force structure would only affect the Army portion of the work load. In this commodity most of the variable costs would be incurred in the personal property shipping offices which are not manned by MTMC personnel. Thus, changes in workload may not have much effect on MTMC costs.
MTMC manages international surface traffic and operates ocean terminals. If the number of terminals stays constant, a reduction in traffic resulting from a decrease in Army force size would not greatly affect the number of MTMC personnel at the terminals. However, it would decrease the amount of work contracted out for stevedoring and related terminal services.
The size of MTMC headquarters, its mobilization activities (including DFRIF), and its transportation engineering activities would probably not be affected by a decrease in Army force size. What could affect its size would be changes in how work is divided between MTMC and TRANSCOM. As TRANSCOM plays more of a role in peacetime operations there may be a migration of functions and costs from MTMC to TRANSCOM.
In summary, most MTMC activities are not directly linked to the volume of transportation traffic. For functions that are linked, such as where MTMC does the routings for CONUS shipments, then
MTMCs variable costs should decrease as traffic decreases. In these cases, the changes resulting from decreases in Army force structure will, of course, be limited to that portion of the traffic which the Army generates.
OBSERVATIONS
General Issues
Certain conditions over the next ten years will affect the entire support infrastructure. Force structure decreases are in store not only for the Army, but also for the other Services and for many of our allies. For the support infrastructure, this implies that extra capacity will be on hand in other Services and in other countries. For example, as our force levels decline and as we close our intheater depot maintenance facilities, the Army may choose to make use of NATO (specifically the NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency ) for maintenance of Army equipment in Europe. Similarly, as workloads decline in CONUS, some depot maintenance might be transferred to other Services. Workload that the Army has done in the past for other Services and other countries may be taken back or disappear. Any of these events will amplify the effect of decreases in the force structure on the support infrastructure.
Another condition that will affect support infrastructure is the implementation of cost per unit output and the increased emphasis on the use of revolving funds. 4 This will have a profound effect on the entire Army culture, making the buyer-seller relationship between commands more explicit. Cost per unit output accounting is supposed to influence the actions of the buyers by making them aware of the cost of those actions. It is also supposed to influence the suppliers to make the products less costly for the consuming commands. For the producing commands that make up the support infrastructure this implies that they will have to cut their costs or increase their output to lower unit costs. Because all signs point to less demand for the output this means that they will have to cut their costs. To lower unit costs, or even to keep them constant in a declining demand environment the support infrastructure will have to decrease its fixed costs of operation as well as its variable costs. Cutting these fixed costs will require changes in endogenous policy variables.
From a technical costing perspective, cost per unit output will also create difficulties in using historical data. Costs will have to be adjusted to take into account changes such as stock funding of depot reparables, reimbursements for BOS, and fee-per-service for information systems support. At some point these changes might overwhelm attempts to adjust old data in detail. Different methods, perhaps at a higher level of aggregation, will have to be examined. 4 . A revolving fund, such as a stock fund, allows an entity providing goods or services to (1) be reimbursed for those goods or services and (2) use those reimbursements to fund its continuing operations.
Transition Issues
Certain issues will be raised as the Army transitions to a smaller force structure and a smaller infrastructure. Analytically it is important to look at these issues because, although the steady state may eventually be feasible, getting there has to be feasible also. Transitional effects can be large, as in our example for depot maintenance described earlier. They can also be long-lasting. For example, if many service personnel retire earlier than expected, or even more so, if personnel that would not normally have been eligible for retirement are allowed to retire, the effects on the demographics of the medical beneficiary population could last for decades.
To some extent, the transition period could be an opportunity to make radical changes in the way the infrastructure operates. For example, if the demand for depot maintenance drops precipitously during the transition period, that could be an opportunity to close government facilities and build up contract maintenance facilities. Whether or not this would be politically feasible (Congress has recently said that at least 60 percent of workload must be accomplished organically) or even desirable from the Army's standpoint, the transition will afford a unique opportunity to do it. Therefore, the desirability of such a change should be analyzed as should other unique transition effects. The possibility of changes such as this again shows the significance of policy variables in determining infrastructure size and mission.
Establishing Resource Relationships
As we have seen, linking changes in force structure to the support infrastructure must be done at a level of detail that is associated with one kind of activity within a command. A crucial cost analysis question is whether or not the accounting system permits identification of costs at that level. If not, proxies may have to be used to develop reasonable cost estimates for each activity.
In this paper, we have taken the first step toward establishing resource relationships between the force structure and the Army support infrastructure -showing what activities within the infrastructure are logically linked to changes in the force structure. To link these activities to the force structure quantitatively, will require the further step of determining fixed and variable costs within each activity. As we have shown, force structure changes often are linked directly only to the variable costs of infrastructure activities. As cost per unit output calculations are made however, the fixed costs of the infrastructure will also need to be reduced if unit costs are not to escalate.
The final step to develop resource relationships for the support infrastructure requires going beyond the linkages to the force structure and understanding what other factors drive those relationships. The pace of modernization, for example, is a factor that drives the resource requirements of parts of AMC. Within the HSC, certain policy decisions will influence what resources are required for that organization. Identifying these factors and quantifying their impact on resource requirements is a challenging, but necessary task. Combined with the linkages and their resource consequences, this final step will provide the Army with a capability to analyze with greater rigor the resource relationships of the Army support infrastructure.
